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The structure of the representations of the infinite-dimensional Clifford 
algebra generated by states symmetric about a basis is studied. In particular, 
it is shown where they fit into the Girding-Wightman classification. These 
representations have an unusual structure: the fibres are all infinite tensor 
product spaces, but the fibres corresponding to points on different orbits of 
the underlying group are different separable subspaces of the same inseparable 
infinite tensor product space. A procedure is given for constructing a large 
class of other representations of similar structure in which the torus auto- 
morphisms are unitarily implementable. In all cases the torus invariance 
depends on the geometric structure of the fibres, not on the underlying 
measure. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue the study of the Clifford Algebra, C(X), 
of a real infinite-dimensional pre-Hilbert space, X, and the representa- 
tion of the torus, T3, as automorphisms, 7,) of C(X) introduced in [l]. 
We are interested in determining in which representations of C(X) 
the automorphisms, T, , are unitarily implementable. For the construc- 
tion of the automorphisms and a discussion of the origins of the 
problem in Quantum Field Theory, the reader is referred to [l] 
where the question of implementability is settled for the irreducible 
product representations. 
In Section III we study a family of states of the C*-closure, Gl!, 
of C(X) introduced by D. Shale and F. Stinespring [2]. These states 
(called by them “states symmetric about a basis,” we prefer to call 
them “Shale-Stinespring states”) are invariant under the contra- 
gradient action of the group, G, of all automorphisms of OL induced 
by unitary operators on a natural complexification of X which leave 
* Primary classification number 4664, secondary classification number 8122. 
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the given basis fixed. In particular they will be fixed points of the 
contragradient action of T,* on GZ*. Therefore, the automorphisms, 
7D. will be unitarily implementable in the representations of @I 
generated by Shale-Stinespring states through the Gelfand-Naimark- 
Segal (GNS) construction. We describe geometrically these representa- 
tions in the Girding-Wightman classification of the anticommutation 
relations [3]. It turns out that these representations have a fantastic 
structure: the Carding-Wightman fibres are infinite tensor product 
spaces and the fibres over points not in the same coset of the base 
space are different separable subspaces of the same inseparable 
infinite tensor product space. Section IV is devoted to two classes 
of examples, the case where the Girding-Wightman measure is 
discrete and the case where it is a product measure, which illustrate 
the general construction given in Section III. 
Once one understands the geometric structure of the Shale- 
Stinespring representations it is not hard to construct a large class of 
torus invariant representations by altering the Girding-Wightman 
fibres appropriately. The class of representations constructed in 
Section V are (in general) nonproduct representations in which 
the whole group G is not unitarily implementable but only certain 
selected subgroups containing 7, . 
II. THE GWRDING-WIGHTMAN CLASSIFICATION 
As a convenience to the reader and to establish our notation, 
we state the Girding-Wightman classification of the anticommutation 
relations [3]. Let X be the lattice of points 
{(K, , k, , K3) d; d > 0, k, an integer} 
linearly ordered as in [l]. We denote by r the set of sequences 
Z = {nk}kEX such that nk = 0 or nk = 1 for all k. Let Ikj be the set of 
sequences such that nk = j. The &j are a subbase for the product 
topology under which r is a compact separable metric space. The 
Bore1 sets, A, are the smallest u-algebra containing all the sets Ike. 
Under componentwise addition mod 2, r is a group. We denote 
by A the subgroup of sequences which are zero except for a finite 
number of terms and by 6, the element of A which has a one in the 
kth place and is zero elsewhere. A Bore1 measure, CL, on F is called 
quasiinvariant if I and ~(2 + 8) are equivalent whenever 6 E A. 
If p is such a measure, v(E) a measurable, invariant, positive integer- 
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valued function on r, and W(E) a Hilbert space of dimension v(E), 
then we denote by L2(T, p, W(e)) the direct integral Jr W(Z) &(ti). 
We will often be concerned with the set of ordered pairs (E,f(7Z)), 
f(fi) E W( -) n , WI ou specifying the measure p. We will call this set, ‘th t 
which we denote by (r, W(o)), the Wightman Bundle and observe 
that in order for the direct integral above to make sense, we must 
specify a family of measurable vector fields {f,(a)} so that for each 
E E T, {fm(E)}m is dense in W(E). We are misusing somewhat the word 
“bundle” since (T, W(a)) is not locally trivial. However, it will turn 
out in our constructions that at each point on an orbit of I’ under 
A the spaces W(C) are the same. 
For each k E x, let Ck(72) be a measurable family of unitary 
operators, Ck(fi) : W(E + 8,) -+ W(E), so that Ck(r? - 8,) = C,*(E) 
and such that the following diagram commutes: 
: . . 
FIG. I. Compatibility conditions on C,(G). 
Let &(E) = (- 1) Ck-,l where k- is the predecessor of k and let 
X,j(?z) be the characteristic function of Ik’. If we define operators 
ak and ak* on L2(r, II? T-N by 
(Ukf)(n”) = Xk’(A)jk(k) [ “$$,“.)]“‘” ck(E)f(5 + 6k) 
(Uk*f)(ti) = x,‘(ii)jk(k) [ +;$;)]“’ ck($f(ii + sk> 
then ak* is the adjoint of ak and the family {ak , a,‘*} satisfies the 
canonical anticommutation relations, thus generating a representation 
of a. Furthermore every representation of the anticommutation 
relations (and thus of r%‘) on a separable Hilbert space is obtained 
in this way. 
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III. THE SHALE-STINESPRING STATES 
Let X be a real pre-Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {xk}, {yr} 
as in [I]. If we denote by A the orthogonal transformation which sends 
Xk+ykyyk3-Xk,then 
(u + ib) z = az + bh, vz E x 
is a complexification, Xc, of X with new inner product 
The set {xk) is a basis for XC and the collection of unitary operators on 
Xc for which each xk is an eigenvector is a group which induces 
in the usual way [2] a group G of automorphisms of 02, the C*-closure 
of the Clifford algebra of X. The orthogonal transformations intro- 
duced in [l], 
xk + xk cos(k * u) - yk sin(k * a) 
yk -+ xk sin(k * a) + yk cos(k * a) 
commute with (1 and therefore extend to unitary operators on Xc. 
Since these operators act by sending x, into e-ik’uxk , they induce a 
three-parameter subgroup of G. We will denote this subgroup by 
T3 and particular elements as before by T, . 
The group G acts contragradiently on the state space S(GZ) of GZ; 
we denote this group of transformations by G*. We are particularly 
interested in states which are invariant under G* or (T3)*. 
LEMMA 1. If w E S’(a) is invariant under (T3)* then the representa- 
tion of GZ induced by w through the GNS construction is torus invariant 
(i.e., the ra are continuously unitarily implementable). 
Proof. The fact that the 7, are unitarily implementable is part 
of the GNS construction [4]. Let U(a) be the implementing trans- 
formations in the new Hilbert space, Zw , with inner product (0, *)w . 
If A E n(a), then A is the uniform limit of a sequence A, E 7rJOZ) 
such that each A, is in a subalgebra of nw(6Z) generated by a finite 
number of z-Jak). On such subalgebras, 7, is always continuously 
unitarily implementable so that (U(a) A, B)w = w(T,(A) B*) is the 
limit of continuous functions, w(T,(A,) B*), and therefore measurable. 
This is sufficient for U(a) to be strongly continuous. 
The fixed points of G” are called states symmetric about the 
580/S/3-8 
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basis {xk}. We are always considering the same fixed basis so we will 
call these states simply Shale-Stinespring states. It is proven in [2] 
that they are exactly the states which vanish on all finite products of 
elements ak and ak* except those which are in the commutative 
subalgebra, Q!, , generated by I and the operators {ak*ak). Furthermore, 
each of these states may be decomposed into pure states as follows. Let 
be the generating vector of an irreducible product representation 
of GZ which is torus invariant; i.e., pkj is either zero or one [l]. There 
is a one-to-one correspondence between such v and points ri: = {al} 
of r. We therefore set E,(A) = (Av, v’)~(~) . Each E,(.) is a fixed 
point of G* and we have: 
LEMMA 2. (Shale, Stinespring). The states of CF? invariant under 
G* are exactly those which vanish on products of ak and ak* not in 6l, . 
Every such state may be written 
-u*) = J-,. -%i(.) 44~) 
where p is a Bore1 measure of mass one on r. 
The purpose of this section is to investigate the structure of the 
representations of Q! which one obtains by using the GNS construc- 
tion with the states E, . In particular we will show where these 
representations fit into the Girding-Wightman classification. We 
begin by constructing an interesting Wightman bundle, (r, S(.)). 
Let H(@k~~ vk)9 vk E c k2, denote the separable subspace of &eX Ck2 
generated by the c,-vector &sX vk . In each Ck2 we label the basis 
fk” = (!), fi' = (A)- 
DEFINITION. (r, S(e)) is the Wightman Bundle with 
s(E) = H(@k,X-f;k>* 
Observe that if 72 and A’ are on the same orbit of A then @k.Xf$’ 
differs from @ kpxfFk’ Only in finitely many COmpOnentS SO s(E) = 
S(ti’). However, if 72 and A’ are on different orbits then S(5) and S(Z’) 
are different separable subspaces of BksX Ck2. We now define a 
family of sections. 
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FIG. 2. The Wightman bundle (r, S(.)). 
DEFINITION. For each 8 E d, let Q,(e) = @keXf(~+S)k. We denote 
the section corresponding to 6 = (0, O,...) by L’,(*). 
For each fixed ii: and 6 Ed, 11 sZ,(ii)l],c,, = 1 and if 6 # 6’ then 
(Q,(E), LQ(ii)),,,, = 0. Furthermore, {Q,(fi)},,, is a basis for S(E). 
Thus, the finite linear combinations of the sections L?,(e) with rational 
coefficients form a fundamental sequence of measurable vector fields 
for (r, S(e)). G iven any finite Bore1 measure p, the direct integral 
is therefore well-defined (the reader is referred to [5] for terminology 
and theorems about direct integrals). A section g(e) is in Ls(r, p, S(e)) 
if and only if (g(E), Q,(72))s(fiJ is Bore1 measurable for each 6 E d and 
II g(%fi, EWJ-7 CL). H aving constructed a well-defined direct integral 
we now state: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that p is a quasiinvariant measure of mass one. 
Then the G&ding-Wightman representation of 6l corresponding to the 
Shale-Stinespring state EU has measure p, Wightman bundle S(e) and 
$bre maps C,(E) equal to the identity. The cyclic vector corresponding 
to EU( *) is the section Q,(*). 
Pyoof. We first observe that it makes sense to define Ck(E) to be 
the identity map since C,(g) : S(E + 8,) + S(E) and S(ii + 6,) = 
S(E). The family {ak , ak*) as defined in Section II satisfies the anti- 
commutation relations and generates a representation of a. Suppose 
3& and x2 are finite subsets of L%? and A = (~kEXlak*ak)(17kE~~akak*). 
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Then 
Since E,(A) = 1 for fi E (nkExx, Ikl) n (n&X, Ike) and zero otherwise. 
Since finite linear combinations of such A are dense in 02,) EJA) 
and (AQ,(*), ~o(*))L~(~,p,~(.)) agree on a0 . 
Suppose that B E GY is a finite product of a,, and/or ak*. Let AC, 
be the indices such that both ak and ak* appear somewhere in the 
product; let x4 be the indices such that either ak or a,* but not 
both appear. Let 6 = zkCz4 6, E d. Then 
(BQo(*), QoC.1) =jr ~WA(n”h -Qn(%ca, 4-M 
where the measurable function m(g) consists of various characteristic 
functions, various functions jk(fi), and the L, function 
Since (Q,(E), !&(E)),(,, G 0 except when 8 = (0, O,...), the only finite 
products on which (BQ,(*), sZ,(*)) is nonzero are elements of Q!,, . 
Thus, E,(A) = (AQ,,(-), a,,(-)) for all A E 6Z. 
It remains to show that Q,(m) is cyclic. To do this we use Lemma 3 
which is proven at the end of this section. Let Y, be a given finite 
subset of 2? and 6 = &eX5 6, E d. Then 
kFI,, @k + ak*> SZO@) = b@) .n,(fi), 
where X,(E) consists of [dp(A + S)/d~(ii)]“” and variousj,($ functions, 
the important fact being that A,(-) E L2(T, p) and h,(E) # 0 a.e. b]. 
By multiplying h,(a) Q*(a) by operators of the form &*& or ukuk* 
we can get any section of the form X,(v) A,(*) !C&(*) where J is a finite 
intersection of sets of the form Ikj. Suppose y(e) E L2(r, CL, S(e)) and 
y( *) is orthogonal to all such sections. Then 
(Y(‘), x,(*) b(*) Qd*NL%-.,.sw = 0 
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for all such J. By Lemma 3 this implies that (y(E), Q,(A)),(,, = 0 
a.e. b]. Since A is countable we can throw out the union of the sets 
on which (y(5), Q,(Z)) # 0 f or each 6 and conclude that for all 6, 
(Y@), ~;2,(n”h, = 0 a.e. b] which implies y(5) = 0 a.e. b], so 
y(e) = 0. Thus Q,(e) is cyclic for GZ. 
In the case where the Shale-Stinespring state p arises from a 
non quasiinvariant measure, the corresponding representation of ~2 
is a subrepresentation of one of the ones described in Theorem 1. 
Explicitly, it may be constructed as follows. We denote by {Sm}~=r 
an enumeration of the elements of A. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose p is not quasiinvariant. Then, 
(a) The measure p(E) = Czzl (B), p(SmE) is a quasiinvariant 
Bore1 measure of mass one and ,LL < & 
(b) The representation of Gl obtained from the state E, through 
the GNS construction is the cyclic subrepresentation of the Gdrding- 
Wightman representation on L2(I’, fi, S(e)) generated by the section 
Proof. The set function p( *) is clearly a Bore1 measure of mass one. 
If F(E) > 0, then p(SmoE) > 0 for some m, . Given any 6 E d, there 
is a 6”~ E d so that SS”1 = 6”~ so @(SE) > (+)ml&S”oE) > 0; i.e., @ is 
quasiinvariant. Finally, P(E) = 0 implies p(E) = 0 since A contains 
the identity. This proves (a). 
Let 
m,'(+i) = (J$ (fi))li2 q)(a). 
Since 
and 
Suppose 
A = (,a 1 ak*ak)(& * akak*). 
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Then, 
= ( n: qq)( 
I- ksXXI 
Thus E,(A) = (AL?,‘(~), Q,,‘(e)) for A E a,, . The proof that 
if A is a finite product not in GZ,, is the same as in Theorem 1. 
Remarks. The space of square integrable sections L2(r, CL, S(e)) 
can be realized as the space of &valued, square integrable, measurable 
functions on (r, p). The isomorphism that does this associates to a 
section y(a) the function 
However, if we trivialize the bundle (F, S(s)) in this way the operators 
Ck(E) which act between the fibres become nontrivial. The whole 
point of the construction which we have made is to pull apart the 
trivial Wightman bundle (where the Ck(fi) are complicated) in such 
a way that the C,(E) become trivial. This changes the problem 
from an algebraic one (studying the maps c&g)) to a geometric one 
(visualizing the structure of (r, S(a)). 
We conclude by proving the technical lemma used in Theorem 1. 
We denote by $ the collection of sets which are finite intersections 
of sets of the form Iki. 
LEMMA 3. Let y be a Bore1 measure on r and suppose h(a) E L2(r, II) 
with X(fi) # 0 a.e. [p]. Then the set of functions of the form 
where Jm E $ is dense in L2(r, p). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the characteristic function X,(G) 
of any measurable set E can be approximated since the simple func- 
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tions are dense in L2(r, p). If E and E > 0 are given we choose N 
so that ~(2; / h(Z)\ 4 [l/N, N]) < E. Now divide the set 
(--N, -l/N) u (l/N N) 
into a finite number of intervals of length < E/N and denote the 
inverse images of these intervals by Em , m = l,..., M. By choosing 
the b, appropriately, X,(E) can then be approximated by 
within $/a + E. 
It remains to show that any function of the form xE(ji) can be 
approximated by a finite combination of characteristic functions of 
sets in I. I’ is a compact separable metric space and p(r) = 1. 
Thus p is a regular measure [6] and there is an open set 0 so that 
EC0 and p(O- E) < E. Since the sets in d form a base for the 
topology of r we have 0 = uz=, Jm’, J,,,’ E $. We now let J; = J’, 
]i = Ja n Ji’ and so forth obtaining 
o= (J /A, ]A disjoint. (*) 
rn=l 
Since the complement of a set of the form Iki is again such a set, 
the complement of a set in fl is a finite disjoint union of sets in 6. 
Thus (*) can be written 0 = (Jzzl J, where the Jm are disjoint sets 
in #. The usual argument now shows that XE(7^i) can be approximated 
by X:=1 XJm(n”) for M large enough. 
IV. EXAMPLES 
In this section we discuss two special classes of the representations 
described in Section III. 
EXAMPLE 1. (Discrete measures). Suppose that the measure, p, 
is concentrated at one point n”, . Then ,G will be a discrete measure 
concentrated on the countable set of points in the orbit of A, under A. 
The Hilbert space generated by 
[ 1 g (n”) 1/Z Q&i) 
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will be all L2(r, @)- multiples of a single section of S(e). For example, 
if Z,, = (0, O,...), then $ is concentrated on d and the corresponding 
Hilbert space generated by 
[ I g (fi) 1/Z Qo@) is {g(E) 52,(A); g(A) EL”(d, p)). 
Of course, if p is concentrated at n”, , the representation can be 
realized as an irreducible tensor product representation as in [I]. 
A discrete measure, p, may be supported by points in many orbits 
and by more than one point in each. @ will then be supported by the 
(at most countably many) orbits on which p has some support. 
The number of sections of the Wightman bundle (r, S(m)) which 
enter the Hilbert space depends on the number of points of support 
for TV in each orbit. If every time that a point n”, is in the support of ,u, 
the entire orbit containing 5, is also in the support of p., then p N $ 
and we are back in the situation described by Theorem 1; i.e., the 
Hilbert space is the entire direct integral L2(r, p, S(e)). 
EXAMPLE 2. (Product measures). If the measure t.~ is a product 
measure, p = nk,,pk , then the representation of the anticommuta- 
tion relations is unitarily equivalent to a product representation. 
The isomorphism between the Garding-Wightman form and the 
product form was constructed by A. Guichardet [7]. We briefly 
discuss the product form because in this case it is easy to see why 
the automorphisms, G*, are unitarily implementable. Let Hk = 
cc,1 0 G2 3 and as usual we denote by H(v) the separable subspace 
of BkEX Hk generated by z, = gkeX Q , ZJ~ E Hk . If we define 
ak = (@P,k- [( -:, ;) 0 4.21) @ ((; ;) 8 I,,,) @ (@C>k+ Ik) 
then (ak , ak*} generate a representation of a on each H(v). In giving 
a, as above we have chosen a basis in CE,, ; let e,,, = (4 E C,“,, , 
ek,l = (t) ECE,~ . For each k 
vk = Ck.O(ek.O @fk.O) + Ck.l(ek,l 8fk.l) 
where 1 ck,O 12 + / ck,l I2 = 1 = ilfk,O I/ = ilfk,l 11. 
The product representations corresponding to Shale-Stinespring 
states where TV = flk,,pk are the ones where (x,O ,fk,i)c- 2 = 0 for 
all k 6 &-. If We Set /‘k(O) = / &,a 12, /.&(l) = / C,,, 12, then’ p = n/& 
and the state E, is given by the vector z, in H(u). If any of the c~,~ 
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are equal to zero, then p will not be quasiinvariant and corre- 
spondingly, v will not be cyclic so that the representation sits on 
the cyclic subspace of H(v) generated by Q! and V. For instance, 
if cL,i = 0 for all k, then p is a point measure (see the first example) 
and the representation on the cyclic subspace generated by v is 
unitarily equivalent to the irreducible product representation on 
the subspace of gksX Ck2 generated by BkEX (4. 
To illustrate the torus invariance of the Shale-Stinespring product 
representations, we consider the case where TV is quasiinvariant and 
nondiscrete. Let A, be the self-adjoint operator on C,“,, such that 
Akfk,, = 0, A,f,,1 = -fk,i and define B, on Cl,, @ CE,, as 
Bk = uk*uk + (Ik,l @ AL). Then Bkak = 0 and CksX KiBk is a well- 
defined self-adjoint operator on H(v) ([8], Theorem 2.2). The group 
U(a) = exp(x:,,% (k * a) Bk) = 17,,, exp((k * a) Bk) implements the 
automorphisms T, . 
Remark. In physics texts the generators of the torus auto- 
morphisms are written down as CksX kak*ak since 
V(a) = exp ( c (a * k) a,*a,) 
k&C 
formally has the property 
V(a) akV(-u) = e-ik%k, 
v(a) uk *V(-a) = e+ik“‘a,*. 
V(u) implements T, in the Fock representation, of course, but in 
general it will not make sense. In a given representation, one would 
like to subtract from && ka,a, operators D, in the cornmutant of 
fl so that zkEX kak*ak - xkeX Dk makes sense (if the D, are in 
the cornmutant they will not affect the automorphism). Whether 
one can do this in a given representation depends on (among other 
things) the size of the cornmutant. Thus, in [l] where we examined 
the irreducible product representations, the only available operators 
in the cornmutant were scalar multiples of the identity and we found 
that 7, was implementable in exactly those representations where 
we could find a sequence (Ak}, A, E (0, l}, such that CkEX (ak*ulr - A,) 
made sense. However, in the reducible product representations 
considered in the second example, we had more leeway since the 
cornmutant was large and we could choose the operators Ik,r @ A, 
to subtract. We point this out because it is useful to think about torus 
invariance in two ways: one is to try to find invariant states of the 
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algebra, a; the other is to try to explicitly construct the generators 
in given representations. 
V. FURTHER TORUS INVARIANT REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we construct the Wightman bundles for a large class 
of torus invariant representations. The torus invariance of these 
representations depends on the fibre structure and is independent 
of the measure, p., on the base space, r. The geometric structure 
of the fibres is similar to the Shale-Stinespring representations 
discussed in Section III (the Shale-Stinespring representations are 
in fact a special case). Each fibre will be a separable subspace of an 
infinite tensor product space and points on the same orbit of r under 
A will have the same fibre space. However, the size and structure of 
the component spaces in the fibres (represented by the boxes in 
Fig. 3) will vary and different orbits may have the same fibres. Further- 
more, the fibre maps Ck(fi) will in general be nontrivial. 
The algebra @,, is the fixed point algebra of G. Let 02, I> 0&, be 
the algebra generated by finite products of the a, and ak* which are 
invariant under T, . It will contain elements like akapk , for all k, 
and aZlak,ak, , if k, - k, - k, = (0, 0,O). We begin by considering 
product states which vanish on products not in GZ, , however, after 
we have constructed the corresponding Wightman bundles we will 
prove that the product measure on r obtained from the product 
representation may be replaced by an arbitrary quasiinvariant Bore1 
measure of mass one without damaging the torus invariance. In this 
way we will construct torus invariant nonproduct representations. 
Since the states which generate them do not (in general) vanish 
outside of GZa , these are more general than the representations 
discussed in III. 
Let X, , m = O,..., 00 be disjoint subsets of X so that 
(when summing over the indices in one of the sets X, we always 
do so in the order inherited from A?). We denote by a(xI,) the 
subalgebra of GZ generated by (ak , a,*},,xm . Let w, be a state on 
OZ(Zm) which vanishes on products not in a, n GZ(X,) but does not 
vanish on Q!, n OZ(sm); we will remove the second restriction later. 
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We denote by w the product state on GZ whose restriction to .%& is 
w, for each m. Let 
Xm = {tm = {~km}koxm ; tkm = 0 or &” = I} 
Let pn on Xm, (Xm, IV”(*)), and Ckm(gm) be the quasiinvariant 
measure, Wightman bundle, and fibre maps of the representation 
of 0Z(%J generated by w, through the GNS construction. The space 
qxm, pm 3 W”(-)) can be made trivial ([5], see also the remark 
after Theorem 2) so that Xm breaks up into disjoint measurable 
subsets, X”,‘, Xm = lJ,“=, X”J so that 
where L2(XmJ, pm , tr2) is just the square integrable functions on 
XmJ’ with values in 
tf.2 = {cp}k=* ; cg E c, i I 1 c,12< co. t 
For simplicity of exposition we will consider the case where only 
one of the Xm,’ has nonzero pLm measure (this will automatically 
be the case if xrn is a finite set). Thus only one term on the right of 
(**) occurs; we will denote the corresponding space 8r2 by H”. That is, 
w, generates the Girding-Wightman representation on the space 
L2(r, II, H”) of all square integrable H,-valued functions on r. 
We denote by Q,m(fm) the function which corresponds to o, . Since 
w, does not vanish on Q?, n a(*,), sZOm([m) # 0 a.e. [pm] and we 
can normalize (by adjusting the measure) so that 11 Q,m([m)~lNm = 1 
for each fin in Xm. 
We now construct the Wightman bundle (r, Ww(*)) corresponding 
to the representation of 02 generated by w. The space r equals 
)(;=a Xm (all spaces with the product topology) so that each rZ E r 
can be uniquely written fi = ([O, [I,...). Let Ww(fi) be the separable 
subspace of @zco H” generated by Q&O sZom([m). We denote 
the section @& SZom(,$m) of Ww( .) by !2,(*). Each k f &‘-” for some 
m(k) so we can define C,(e) : P(ri: + S,J + Ww(ti) by 
(C,(fi)f)(E) = ( @ Im @ cpk)([m(k)))f(ii + Sk). 
m #m(k) 
For each m, the family of maps Ckm([m) satisfies a commutative 
diagram like the one in Section II and therefore the diagram corre- 
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sponding to Ck(ti) commutes since for llzr # mz the maps Ckm,(*) 
and C?(e) operate on different levels of the fibres. . 
FIG. 3. (I’, fW(*)) and the map Ck(G). 
Each S E A can be written S = ciEI1 Sk9 . We define 
C,(E) : W(n” + S) -+ w(q 
bY 
(the sum is:understood to be (0, O,...) when p = 1). We can now 
define a family of sections L&(*) by 
L$(fi) = C&i) Q&z + 6). 
It follows from the cyclicity of w, for each m that for fixed 72 the set 
of finite linear combinations of {12~(+?))~~~ is dense in W”(7z). Further- 
more, if 6, , 6, E A, then (J&(6), ~&(fi)),~,,, is a finite product of 
functions whose measurability follows from the measurability of 
the corresponding families G@Y-); thus (Q@>, Q#))~~c~~ is 
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measurable. The set of finite linear combinations (with complex 
rational coefficients) of the sections J&(d), 6 E d, therefore forms a 
fundamental sequence of measurable sections for the bundle 
(r, Ww(*)). We now state a 
PROPOSITION. The representation of GZ generated by w through 
the GNS construction is the G&ding-Wightman representation on 
L2 (C I-L, Pm 9 Ww(*)). The state w corresponds to the section Q,(e). 
Conversely, if pLm is a quasiinvariant Bore1 measure of mass one on Xm 
then the section sZ,( a) in L2(I’, I-I:=,, pm , Ww(.)) gives a product state 
which splits on the algebras a(~&), m = 0, l,..., so that w lacxm, 
vanishes on products outside 0?, n 0l(2$,) and does not vanish on 
QG-I n W&n). 
The proof of the proposition follows the general outline proof of 
Theorem 1 so we omit it; we mention, however, that the cyclicity of 
Q,( .) depends on the cyclicity of Oamm( a) in L2(Xm, pm , H”) for each m. 
The following theorem states that flzzO pm can be replaced by an 
arbitrary measure without damaging the torus invariance. 
THEOREM 3. Let p be any quasiinvariant measure of mass one. 
Then the G&ding- Wightman representation on L2(I’, p, Ww( m)) is torus 
invariant ; J&( a) is a cyclic section. Further, if h(a) is any function in 
L2(I’, CL) then the subrepresentation on the subspace generated by 
X(a) Q,(a) is also torus invariant. 
Proof. Because we have constructed a fundamental family of 
sections of (r, Ww(*)), there is a well-defined representation of GZ 
on L2(r, CL, Ww(*)). Th e p roof that Q,( *) is cyclic follows the analogous 
proof in Theorem 1. To show that the representation of GE on 
L2(C P, Ww(.>) t is orus invariant we need to show that 
if A is a finite product not in 02, . As we shall see, this follows from 
properties of the bundle (F, I%‘~(.)) an d is independent of the measure 
P* 
Let 9’r and Z2 be finite disjoint subsets of x, such that 
C k - C k # (0, 0, 0) 
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and suppose 
A = ( I-I Ukj( n a,*)7 6 = 
koP, k&‘Lp, kd?,uZ?2 
and 
E = {fi; nk = 0 if k E PI, nk = 1 if k E g2}. 
Consider one of the representations given in the above proposition. 
Then 
(AL'&?) = X&)X;(fi)Q&-i) 
where As’(E) includes ([d(n p,)(l?i + S)]/[d(n ~m)(fi)]}1/2 and several 
of the functions jk(‘), the important point being that 
h,‘(a) EL~(F, II,,) and A,‘(%) # 0 a.e [I$,]. 
Let A’ be a finite product of operators of the form ak*uk or a,a,*. 
Then A'A $ Q!r since A $ I& , so by the proposition 
(A’AQ,(*)> SZ,(.)),e(,,,,m,w~(.)) = 0 
= s ExJ(ff) ~,‘w&(fi)9 Qo(~NwYii) whdn”), 
where J E $ depends on A'. Since the restriction of fl ,um to E is 
regular, the same proof as in Lemma 3 shows that finite linear 
combinations of functions of the form x,(c) h,(5) are dense in 
L2(E, n pm IE). Thus (Q,(G), Qo(fi))ww(aJ = 0 on E, a.e. [n cl,]. Since 
this holds for all such n pm, (J&(E), Q,(n”)),w(,, = 0 on E. 
We now return to the representation on L2(F, p, Ww(*)). Since 
(A'AQ,,)(B) = X,(ii)X,(a)~,(Z)SZ,(fi) 
where h,(6) includes [+(n” + S)/dp1112 and some of the functions 
j,(E); we have 
E?iA’A) = (A’AQ,(*), -Qono(~N~~i-.u,ww) 
= 0. 
We have shown that the state E:“'(o) vanishes on finite products 
not in a, . Since 0!, consists of fixed points of the 7a , Epw"(-) is 
invariant under ( T3)* and the representation on L2(I’, ,u, WO(*)) is 
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therefore torus invariant (Lemma 1). The same proof shows that 
the state X( *) J&,( *) where h(.) E L2(r, CL) is also invariant. 
EXAMPLE. The following is a simple example of the construction 
described in this section. Let X0 = ((0, 0, 0)) and let each XT&, 
m = 1, 2,... consist of exactly two indices, k and -k. Let 
ho = c;,, @ c;,, ) h” = c:,, @ c”,,, 
and consider the product representations on separable subspaces of 
@zeO hm (the creation and annihilation operators act on the spaces 
G,l ; we refrain from writing them out). Let e; , e;“o , e;Tr , ez be the 
occupation number basis in Ci,, ; e,,O, eol the same for C,“,, . Then 
define 
and 
where 1 do0 I2 + ( d,O j2 = 1 = 11 V, /I2 and {fim}~=r is an orthonormal 
basis for CA,, , {fio}~=i the same for Ci,, . Also assume the d’s are 
nonzero. 
Notice that if k, -k are the two indices in Xm , then 
but (QG > %) = (hJ& , vm) = (uk*u-pu, , vm) = 0 for m > 1. So 
the vector state E,(A) = (AU, V) in th e re p resentation on the separable 
subspace generated by v = @gzo v, vanishes outside of 0!, , but 
does not vanish outside of 02, (since (u+.~v,, Us) # 0). The 
constructive procedure in this section gives a Wightman bundle 
(F, IV”(*)) so that the representations on all the spaces La(r, p, IV”(.)) 
are torus invariant. We note that in this case the space HO is two 
dimensional and all the other Hm are four dimensional. If the d’s are 
all real and positive, the fibre maps are trivial. 
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